What You Must Know Before You Purchase Your Next UPS
This past month I had several conversations with clients about UPSs. In almost each
case, the topic of Online vs Line Interactive UPSs came up. The differences between
the two types of UPS is sometimes confusing, so I thought I’d spend this month explaining these difference in hopes that it might help you make the right decision when
purchasing your next UPS.
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Aren’t All UPSs the Same?

There are actually three types of UPS designs; Off-Line, Line Interactive and Online.
Offline UPSs are usually used in non-mission critical environments as they do not protect against most power anomalies. While cost-effective, they are not generally not used
in an IT environment. As such, I will not discuss Offline in this article.
Line Interactive UPS

A Line-Interactive UPS is a step up from an Off-Line UPS in that it provide power protection from outages, some voltage conditioning and surge protection. However, it does
have several disadvantages including:
* Limited Power Conditioning * Increased Battery Cycles * Reverse Power Concerns
* Not Compatible with Backup Generators * Non Mission Critical
A Line-Interactive UPS is ideal for small workstations and distributed IT applications.
Online UPS

An Online UPS provides the highest level of power protection against all types of power anomalies. During an outage, there is zero transfer time and power is always on and
is never interrupted. Finally, an Online UPS is completely compatible with backup generators and is perfect for mission critical applications. But, nothing is perfect. An Online
UPS does have a few disadvantages:
* Higher Cost than Line Interactive UPSs * Can be Larger Than Other UPSs
* Online Dual Conversion Process Consumes More Power Than Other UPSs
Before you purchase your next UPS, make sure you take the time to understand which
type of UPS you are buying and to make sure it meets your needs. The only thing worse
than not having a UPS when needed it is having the wrong UPS for the job! Call me
before you buy your next UPS so I can show you our industry-leading Liebert UPSs.

Sudoku Solution

Mark Your Calendar…
October 1 National Walk
Your Dog Day
October 5 Pet Obesity
Awareness Day
October 11 National Food
Truck Day
October 17 Boss’s Day
October 27 Cranky Coworker Day

October 1-10 Albuquerque
International Balloon Fiesta
October 16-22 National
Business Women’s Week
October 25-31 International Magic Week
Country Music Month
National Chili Month
National Cyber Security
Awareness Month
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It’s hard to believe that it has been one
whole year since Beau “the Revco Dog”
joined our family. Bringing this little guy
home was definitely one of the best things
Linda and I have ever done.

find him sitting next to my
chair, staring at me; his way
of asking to be picked up and
placed on my lap where he’ll
continue his nap.

We still receive frequent visits from Bernie “the Revco
Beau has been an incredibly Grand-Dog”. In fact, Bernie
has been visiting with us for the last two
affectionate and loving
friend. He brings smiles to weeks. As you can imagine, Bernie and
Beau make quite a pair. It is non-stop acour faces all day with his
tion with these two guys in the house.
many funny antics.
They are the best of friends and we love
We particularly love it when having Bernie visit.
he gives Linda and I what
we call a “smuggle”; some- This month, during Adopt-a-Dog month,
thing that we’ve only been able to interpret consider adopting your own furry little
a his version of a hug! It’s unlike anything friend to make a part of the family. There
are many abandoned or lost dogs in shelI’ve ever seen another dog do.
ters all over the country just waiting for a
He has also lived up to his moniker as the home.
“Revco dog”. Whenever I am in the ofYou’ll save an animal’s life and bring new
fice, Beau can usually be found lying under my desk, fast asleep. Occasionally, I’ll joy to your home. Perhaps you’ll even
receive your own “smuggles”.

Something to Think About...
Let’s not forget Halloween! If you are trying to come up with some ideas for your
kids’ costumes this year, watch this short video with a few great ideas that are sure to
get a big laugh. Go to...

October is Adopt-aDog Month

“Scary” Hard Sudoku

This month is Adopt-A-Dog Month, so I
thought I’d share 5 reasons why it’s worth
considering adopting a dog from a local
shelter.

The Meaning of Tail Wagging
Dogs wagging their tails doesn’t necessarily mean they are happy. According to
Discovery.com, “dogs wag their tails to
the right when they're happy and to the
left when they're frightened. Wagging low
means they're insecure, and rapid tail
wagging accompanied by tense muscles
or dilated pupils can signal aggression.”
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Monthly Quote

This month I want to recognize two of
my clients for some smart decisions.
Scott McMullen of Goodwin Law in
Boston, MA recently received his new
UMG appliance. Scott and his colleagues were concerned about security
vulnerabilities with their iLO’s and will
be using their new UMG4000 to solve
that problem and sleep better at night.
Kris Nawrocki at Time, Inc. has been
purchasing our zLock cords for his remote sites so that he will no longer have
to worry about accidental power cord
disconnections.
Smart decisions, guys. Thank you.
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“We can judge the heart of a man by
his treatment of animals.” - Immanuel Kant
Share Your Thoughts and Earn a Reward
I want to hear what you think about
Revco and our products. It’s quick &
easy, and your efforts will be greatly appreciated...and rewarded with a $15 Visa
Gift Card. To get started, go to:
temp.revco-inc.com/add-your-thoughts
And, when you refer a new client to
Revco, you can earn a $50 Visa Gift
Card and even a dinner for 2 at your
choice of any restaurant! Start now.
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Dogs are extremely supportive and loyal. They
can make a notable difference in your life as an
exercise buddy and a
friendly companion who loves you unconditionally and is always happy to see you
after your work day ends. They can even be
trained to provide animal-assisted therapy.
Adopting from a shelter is a bargain. The
cost of spay/neuter, first vaccinations and
sometimes micro chipping is included.

then look for the FY I “Something to Think About…” Videos

Client Corner

Each year, it’s estimated that 3 to 4 million
animals are euthanized.
These are dogs that
were in shelters waiting
for someone to adopt
them and give them a
safe, loving home. By
adopting a dog from your local shelter,
you’ll not only save an animal’s life and
become their hero, but you’ll greatly improve both the dog’s life and yours.

Astound Your Friends With
These Facts!
 Cats spend between 30% and 50% of
their days cleaning themselves. This
cools and comforts them, stimulates
circulation and keeps them clean of
odors that might attract predators.

 According to author Stanley Coren,

dogs are as smart as a two-year-old.
He explains that man’s best friend can
count, understand over 150 words, and
even trick people and other dogs to get
treats.

 Cats are lactose intolerant. They lose

the ability to digest dairy after infancy.
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You’ll get a great animal. Many pets at
shelters are there because people could no
longer care for their pet because of a divorce or move, which means you get a happy, healthy, and most likely already housetrained pet.

Adopted pets have been shown
to be psychologically, emotionally and physically beneficial.
Caring for an animal provides a
sense of purpose and fulfillment
and lessens feelings of loneliness and isolation in all age groups. Adopting a pet also makes you feel proud to help
an animal in need.
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